1. Introduction

1.1 The phenomenon

This talk is concerned with English Light Verb Constructions (LVCs) of the type in (1a).

(1) a. She took a sip of champagne then put the glass down. (BNC, HA7 4115)
   b. take a sip (of …): Light Verb (LV) + a/an + zero-derived deverbal noun
c. to sip

The focus in this talk is on the set of LVs given in (2a); other verbs may be added to this set. (2b) (from Huddleston & Pullum 2002: 296).

(2) a. do, give, have, make, take
   b. pay (a visit), offer (an apology), raise (an objection), put (an end to), cast (a glance)

These LVCs belong to a larger class of constructions often referred to as composite predicates (see e.g. Brinton & Akimoto 1999).

1.2 Research questions

LVs (and LVCs) raise some interesting synchronic and diachronic questions (see e.g. Butt 2003, 2010) and this talk addresses the following two questions concerning LVs:

(i) What is the syntactic category of LVs?
(ii) Do LVs grammaticalise?

1.3 Method

Corpus study of LVs featuring in LVCs of the type in (1a) in the Modern English period (1500-1900), when this type of LVC became more frequent (see Brinton 2008).

The corpus study makes use of the syntactically annotated historical corpora in (3). The data searches were done using CorpusSearch 2 (Randall et al. 2005).

(3) Corpus Period Subperiods Word count
Penn-Helsinki Parred Corpus of Early Modern English (Kroch et al. 2004)
1500-1710 1500-1569 (E1) 183,397 (Penn 2)
1570-1639 (E2) 222,396 (Penn 2)
Penn Parsed Corpus of Modern British English (Kroch et al. 2010)
1700-1914 1700-1769 298,764
1770-1839 368,804

1.4 Approach

(i) This study adopts Chomsky’s (1995 et seq.) Minimalist Program. In this approach, there is a straightforward categorial candidate for LVs: ‘little v’.

(4) [TP [t auxiliary verb] [vP [v light verb?] [vP [v lexical verb]]]]
LVs are not empty of meaning, as illustrated by the PDE examples in (12) (from Quirk et al. 1985: 752).

There are some argument-structural differences between LVs and their full-verb counterparts, e.g. LV give can be 2-place or three-place (full verb give is three-place), as illustrated in (18); and LVs do not readily allow passivisation, as illustrated in (19), which gives the numbers for ModE, and by the examples in (20).

(18) a. and then, thrusting his head out of the window, gave a shrill whistle, … (DICKENS-1837, 561.432)

b. when they see one, they give a smile which would bewitch a saint imagine the effect upon a sinner! … (READE-1863, 223.554)

(19) Passivisation  |  EModE  |  ModE  |  Total
---|---|---|---
Do | 0 | 1 | 1
Give | 1 | 3 | 5
Have | 3 | 0 | 2
Make | 2 | 6 | 8
Take | 2 | 0 | 2

(20) a. but a still larger trade is done through the post, by means of exhibitions, and by advertising in the papers. (WEATHERS-1913, 1,4.72)

b. But an especial care must be taken, and a charge accordingly often given, that your Scholars do at no time play with any but their own Schoole-fellowes, (HOOLE-E3-P2, 246.78)

c. and that therein a care be had, that they ever touch both the lines of the ruling pen with the bodies of their letters. (BRINSLEY-E2-P2, 39.208)

d. In what shape they would severly come out, tho’ a good Guess might be made, was not then demonstrable to the deepest Foresight; (CIBBER-1740, 37.59)

Passivisation is also restricted with Cognate Object Constructions (COCs, e.g. smile a sad smile). According to MacFarland (1995), the scarcity of COC passivisation is due to the non-referential status that the nominal is often associated with, which makes them non-suitable for being topics. This is true of LV nominal too.

The non-referentiality of LV nominals is connected to their being affected objects: according to Hopper (1985), affected objects differ from affected objects in that affected objects are non-referential, which means that they cannot be described as Patients.

There is some cross-linguistic evidence for the correlation between affectedness and accusativity: Hopper & Traugott (2003: 96-97) note that the West African language Gà has an accusative case marker ~k which was originally a verb meaning ‘take’ (they refer to Lord 1993: 53-56) and which can only be used if the object is affected. This restriction is retained “from the historical antecedent of this grammatical morpheme in the lexical verb ‘to take’: only objects which can be taken are marked morphologically as accusatives” (Hopper & Traugott 2003: 97).

LVs pattern like lexical verbs in the major syntactic developments of loss of finite verb movement and the rise of do-support. They highly favour the VP-internal position, close to their nominal: there are no ModE examples showing verb-movement of the LV. Examples of do-support are presented in (21).

(21) a. so that if my Life did not then take a more laudable Turn, … (CIBBER-1740, 45.148)

b. - damn me, if I don’t have a slap at him! (COLLIER-1835, 29.1079)

c. for of this last sentence many me at the first hearing do make a doubt (RECORD-E1-P2, 2.B4R.102)

ModE LVs are readily modifiable, as illustrated by the table in (22) and the examples in (23).

There are some argument-structural differences between LVs and their full-verb counterparts, e.g. LV give can be 2-place or three-place (full verb give is three-place), as illustrated in (18); and LVs do not readily allow passivisation, as illustrated in (19), which gives the numbers for ModE, and by the examples in (20).

(18) a. and then, thrusting his head out of the window, gave a shrill whistle, … (DICKENS-1837, 561.432)

b. when they see one, they give a smile which would bewitch a saint imagine the effect upon a sinner! … (READE-1863, 223.554)

(19) Passivisation  |  EModE  |  ModE  |  Total
---|---|---|---
Do | 0 | 1 | 1
Give | 1 | 3 | 5
Have | 3 | 0 | 2
Make | 2 | 6 | 8
Take | 2 | 0 | 2

(20) a. but a still larger trade is done through the post, by means of exhibitions, and by advertising in the papers. (WEATHERS-1913, 1,4.72)

b. But an especial care must be taken, and a charge accordingly often given, that your Scholars do at no time play with any but their own Schoole-fellowes, (HOOLE-E3-P2, 246.78)

c. and that therein a care be had, that they ever touch both the lines of the ruling pen with the bodies of their letters. (BRINSLEY-E2-P2, 39.208)

d. In what shape they would severly come out, tho’ a good Guess might be made, was not then demonstrable to the deepest Foresight; (CIBBER-1740, 37.59)

Passivisation is also restricted with Cognate Object Constructions (COCs, e.g. smile a sad smile). According to MacFarland (1995), the scarcity of COC passivisation is due to the non-referential status that the nominal is often associated with, which makes them non-suitable for being topics. This is true of LV nominal too.

The non-referentiality of LV nominals is connected to their being affected objects: according to Hopper (1985), affected objects differ from affected objects in that affected objects are non-referential, which means that they cannot be described as Patients.

There is some cross-linguistic evidence for the correlation between affectedness and accusativity: Hopper & Traugott (2003: 96-97) note that the West African language Gà has an accusative case marker ~k which was originally a verb meaning ‘take’ (they refer to Lord 1993: 53-56) and which can only be used if the object is affected. This restriction is retained “from the historical antecedent of this grammatical morpheme in the lexical verb ‘to take’: only objects which can be taken are marked morphologically as accusatives” (Hopper & Traugott 2003: 97).

LVs pattern like lexical verbs in the major syntactic developments of loss of finite verb movement and the rise of do-support. They highly favour the VP-internal position, close to their nominal: there are no ModE examples showing verb-movement of the LV. Examples of do-support are presented in (21).

(21) a. so that if my Life did not then take a more laudable Turn, … (CIBBER-1740, 45.148)

b. - damn me, if I don’t have a slap at him! (COLLIER-1835, 29.1079)

c. for of this last sentence many me at the first hearing do make a doubt (RECORD-E1-P2, 2.B4R.102)

ModE LVs are readily modifiable, as illustrated by the table in (22) and the examples in (23).
The LVC nominal regularly takes a complement and appears to retain the argument structure of the lexical verb it derives from, as shown in (24) and illustrated in (25).

(26) I Semantic shift
   A loss of lexical (referential) meaning, gain in aspectual meaning

II Morphosyntactic shift
   The verb’s complement is a nominalised verb and is a non-referential/non-Patient object (loss of prototypical transitive properties)

LVs are in the initial stages of grammaticalisation (see also Brinton & Traugott 2005; Brinton 2008).

While LVs are grammaticalised, they are different from Chomsky’s (1995) ’little v’: LVs are not clearly associated with accusative Case and they are more than simply causal operators.

I propose instead that LVs are instances of V, and that the properties of LVs can be understood in terms of ‘subsective gradience’ (Aarts 2007), defined in (27):

(27) “Subsective gradience is found when X and Y are in a gradient relationship within the same form class. This is a question of prototype vs. marginal members of a category…” (Brinton & Traugott 2005: 150)

Lexical verbs and LVs are in a gradient relationship within V. Lexical verbs are the prototype members of V, LVs are marginal members of V.


(28) vP
   v
   AspP
   Asp
   V
   DP
   [+measure]
   VP
   [ lexical verbs
   { light verbs }

The Aspect Phrase (AspP) directly contributes aspectual information to the clause: Asp stands for ’event measure’, and SpecAspP licenses the measure interpretation associated with the object of accomplishment verbs (Borer 1994). Slabakova (1997) proposes that the BECOME operator in the LCS of accomplishment verbs (see e.g. (15)) projects an AspP in syntax. Ritter & Rosen (2005) propose that a feature [QUANT] is present on Asp when the event is quantified.

I propose that the LV lacks an accusative Case feature (cf. the non-referential, effected object); the movement of the LV nominal to SpecAspP is motivated by the interpretive (aspectual) feature [+measure], not by the formal feature of Case (cf. Borer 1994).

This means that the diachronic development of LVs involves the loss of the uninterpretable feature [+ACC] (accusative Case), but also the gain of an aspectual [+measure] feature.

LVs move from V > Asp > v, as indicated in (29). This means that there has not (yet) been a reanalysis from V > Asp (Move to Asp > Merge in Asp) in the sense of Roberts & Roussou (2003) and Roberts (2010).

(29) vP
   v
   AspP
   Asp
   V
   DP
   [+measure]
   VP
   [ lexical verbs
   { light verbs }

Given Economy, which favours Merge over Move, reanalysis is expected to occur when (uninterpretable) features are lost. I assume that this reanalysis has not (yet) occurred because LVs still retain enough featural content of lexical verbs to be merged in V (i.e. to have a subsective relationship with lexical verbs).

4. Conclusions

English LVs in LVCs with a indefinite zero-derived deverbal nominal are in the initial stages of grammaticalisation and appear to have been quite stable since Early Modern English.
Different LVs may be at different stages on the grammaticalisation cline. As an example of a LV that has grammaticalised further, consider the aspectual verb go (see also come) in (30):

(30)  
a. Let’s go take a look at Green Meadow Farm.’ (BNC, CAM 380)  
b. [VP [Asp go] [VP [v take] [a a look at . . .]]]

LVs of the type discussed in this talk are marginal members of the category V, which has lexical verbs as its prototypical members. This difference in membership status is reflected syntactically by a featural difference.

We therefore have a case of ‘subsective gradience’ (Aarts 2007), which arose as a result of a grammaticalisation development from lexical verb (prototypical V) to LV (marginal V).

The analysis proposed here combines two seemingly opposite views of gradience, one in which categories are considered gradient (‘subsective gradience’, Aarts 2007) and one in which categories are considered non-gradient (Roberts & Roussou 2003). However, as Roberts (2010: 52) points out, these two views can be combined by making use of the idea that categories are bundles of features: “subsective gradience involves a gradient relation between two feature bundles such that one is a subset of the other”.

The question is why LVs have not (yet) grammaticalised further (e.g. from V > Asp > v) in a Roberts & Roussou 2003 style approach. Brinton & Traugott (2005: 151) note that “the beginnings of structural auxiliarity are identified when a verb has ceased to have prototypical morphology and distribution”.

As we have seen, LVs in the type of LVC discussed here still have much of the morphosyntactic properties of lexical verbs.

It is important to note that not all LVs necessarily travel the same distance along the grammaticalisation cline (see e.g. (30a)). LVs combine with a number of different complements, creating their own dynamics and giving rise to LVC templates allowing new additions to be made (cf. particle verbs).

The focus of this talk has been on the development of LVs rather than on the development of LVCs. With regard to the latter, Brinton (2008) has argued that LVCs grammaticalise too. Evidence for this comes from e.g. their productivity and host-class expansion (i.e. the set of deverbal objects increases over time).
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